This paper describes the supervised acquisition of semantic event frames based on a corpus of biomedical abstracts, in which the biological process of E. coli gene regulation has been linguistically annotated by a group of biologists in the EC research project "BOOTStrep". Gene regulation is one of the rapidly advancing areas for which information extraction could boost research. Event frames are an essential linguistic resource for extraction of information from biological literature. This paper presents a specification for linguistic-level annotation of gene regulation events, followed by novel methods of automatic event frame extraction from text. The event frame extraction performance has been evaluated with 10-fold cross validation. The experimental results show that a precision of nearly 50% and a recall of around 20% are achieved. Since the goal of this paper is event frame extraction, rather than event instance extraction, the issue of low recall could be solved by applying the methods to a larger-scale corpus.
Introduction
This paper describes the automatic extraction of linguistic event frames based on a corpus of MEDLINE abstracts that has been annotated with gene regulation events by a group of do-main experts. Annotation is centred on both verbs and nominalised verbs that describe relevant events. For each event, semantic arguments that occur within the same sentence are marked and labelled with semantic roles and named entity (NE) types.
The focus of the paper is the extraction of event frames on the basis of the annotated corpus using machine learning techniques. Event frames are linguistic specifications concerning the behaviour of verbs and nominalised verbs, in terms of the number and types of semantic arguments with which they typically co-occur in texts. Our eventual goal is to exploit such information to improve information extraction. Event frame extraction is different to event instance extraction (or template filling). Our event frames are destined for incorporation in the BOOTStrep BioLexicon to support identification of relevant event instances and discovery of event instance participants by NLP systems.
Background
There are several well-established, large-scale repositories of semantic frames for general language, e.g., VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler, 2005) , PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) and FrameNet (Rupenhoffer et al, 2006) . These all aim to characterise verb behaviour in terms of the semantic arguments with which verbs occur but differ in how they represent semantic arguments and groupings of verbs.
In VerbNet, the semantic roles of arguments come from frame-independent roles, e.g. Agent, Patient, Location and Instrument.
In contrast, PropBank and FrameNet use a mixture of role types: some are common amongst a number of frames; others are specific to particular frames.
Whilst FrameNet and VerbNet differ in their treatment of semantic roles, they both specify semantic frames that correspond to groups of verbs with similar behaviour. However, frames in PropBank correspond to individual verbs.
Biology-specific extensions have been attempted both for PropBank (Wattarujeekrit et al., 2004) and FrameNet (Dolbey et al., 2006) . However, to our knowledge, there has been no such attempt at extending VerbNet into the biological domain.
In common with VerbNet, our work is focussed on producing event frames that use a set of frame-independent semantic roles. However, we adopt a smaller set of roles tailored to the domain. This use of frame-independent roles allows linguistic generalisations to be captured more easily (Cohen and Hunter, 2006) . Also, the use of such roles is more suitable for direct exploitation by NLP systems (Zaphirain et al., 2008) .
Unlike VerbNet, we aim to produce a set of frames that are verb-specific (rather than frames that apply to groups of verbs). Verb-specific frames are able to provide more detailed argument specifications-particularly important in the biomedical field, where phrases that identify information such as location, manner, timing and condition are essential for correct interpretation of events (Tsai et al, 2007) .
Annotated corpus
To aid semantic event frame extraction, we need a corpus annotated with event-level information.
Several already exist for biology. Some target extraction of PropBank-style frames (e.g. Chou et al. (2006) , Kulick et al. (2004) ). The corpus produced by Kim et al. (2008) uses frameindependent roles. However, only a few semantic argument types are annotated.
The target of our event frame extraction is a set of semantic frames which specify all potential arguments of gene regulation events. For this purpose, we had to produce our own annotated corpus, using a larger set of event-independent semantic roles than Kim et al. (2008) . Our roles had to cover sufficiently wide scope to allow annotation and characterization of all instantiated arguments of relevant events within texts. To our knowledge, this makes our scheme unique within the biomedical field.
In contrast to many other comparable resources, annotated events are centred on both verbs and nominalised verbs, such as transcription and control. Nominalised verbs play an important and possibly dominant role in biological texts (Cohen and Hunter, 2006) . Our own corpus confirms this, in that the nominalised verb expression is the most commonly annotated word on which gene regulation events are centred. By annotating events centred on nominalised verbs in a similar way to verbs, it becomes possible to extract separate event frames for nominalised verbs. This enables their potentially idiosyncratic behaviour to be accounted for. 
PURPOSE
Purpose/reason for the event occurring
The fusion strains were used to study the regulation of the cysB gene by assaying the fused lacZ gene product 
Semantic Roles
Based on the observations of Tsai et al (2007) regarding the most important types of information specified for biomedical events, together with detailed examination of a large number of relevant events within our corpus, in discussion with biologists, we defined a set of 13 frameindependent semantic roles that are suitable for the domain.
Certain roles within the set are domainindependent, and are based on those used in VerbNet, e.g. AGENT, THEME, and LOCA-TION. To these, we have added a number of domain-dependent roles, e.g. CONDITION and MANNER. The size of the role set attempts to balance the need for a sufficiently wide-ranging set of roles with the need for one that is as small and general as possible, to reduce the burden on annotators, whilst also helping to ensure consistency across extracted verb frames. The full set of semantic roles used is shown in Table 1 .
Named Entity Categorisation
Although our semantic roles are rather general, the annotation scheme allows more detailed information about semantic arguments to be encoded in the corpus through the assignment of named entity (NE) tags. Unlike other corpus projects, we do not annotate all entities within each abstract, but just those entities that occur as semantic arguments of annotated gene regulation events.
Our set of NE tags goes beyond the traditional view of NEs, in that labelling is extended to include events represented by nominalised verbs (e.g. repression). A total of 61 NE classes have been defined as being relevant to the gene regulation field, which are divided into four entityspecific super-classes (DNA, PROTEIN, EX-PERIMENTAL and ORGANISMS) and one event-specific super-class (PROCESSES). The NEs within each of these classes are hierarchically-structured. Table 2 provides definitions of each of these five super-classes. The NEs correspond to classes in the Gene Regulation Ontology (Splendiani et al, 2007) , which has been developed as part of the BOOTStrep project in which this work has been carried out. The Gene Regulation Ontology integrates parts of other established bio-ontologies, such as Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000) and Sequence Ontology (Eilbeck,2005) .
Annotation process
Annotation was carried out over a period of three months by seven PhD students with experience in gene regulation and with native or near-native competence in English.
Prior to annotation, each abstract was automatically processed. Firstly, linguistic preprocessing (i.e. morphological analysis, POS tagging and syntactic chunking) 1 was carried out. Secondly, all occurrences from a list of 700 biologically relevant verbs were automatically marked. Annotators then considered each marked verb within an abstract. If the verb denoted a gene regulation event, annotators then: a. Identified all semantic arguments of the verb within the sentence b. Assigned a semantic role to each identified argument 1 Each abstract to be annotated is first pre-processed with the GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka et al, 2005 c. If appropriate, assigned named entity categories to (parts of) the semantic argument span d. If the argument corresponded to a nominalised verb, repeated steps a-c to identify its own arguments. Syntactic chunks were made visible to annotators. In conjunction with annotation guidelines, the chunks were used to help ensure consistency of annotated semantic arguments. For example, the guidelines state that semantic arguments should normally consist of complete (and preferably single) syntactic chunks. The annotation was performed using a customised version of WordFreak (Morton and LaCivita, 2003) , a Javabased linguistic annotation tool.
Corpus statistics
The corpus is divided into 2 parts, i.e. 1) 597 abstracts, each annotated by a single annotator, containing a total of 3612 events, 2) 80 pairs of double-annotated documents, allowing checking of inter-annotator agreement and consistency, and containing 1158 distinct events.
In the corpus, 277 distinct verbs were annotated as denoting gene regulation events, of which 73 were annotated 10 times or more. In addition, annotation has identified 135 relevant nominalised verbs, of which 22 were annotated 10 times or more. The most commonly annotated verbs and nominalised verbs are shown in Table 3 .
Inter-annotator agreement
Inter-annotator agreement statistics for the 80 pairs of duplicate-annotated abstracts are shown in Table 4 . The figures shown in Table 4 are direct agreement rates. Whilst the Kappa statistic is very familiar for calculating inter-annotator agreement, we follow Wilbur et al. (2006) and Pyysalo (2007) in choosing not to use it, because it is not appropriate or possible to calculate it for all of the above statistics. For instance:
1. For some tasks, like annotation of events and arguments spans, deciding how to calculate random agreement is not clear. 2. The Kappa statistic assumes that annotation categories are discrete and mutually exclusive. This is not the case for the NE categories, which are hierarchically structured. Table 4 shows that, in terms of identifying events (i.e. determining which verbs denote gene regulation events), agreement between annotators is reached about half the time. The main reason for this relatively low figure is that reaching a consensus on the specific types of events to be annotated under the heading of "gene regulation" required a large amount of discussion. Thus, particularly towards the start of the annotation phase, annotators tended to either under-or overannotate the events.
Greater amounts of consistency seem to be achievable for other sub-tasks of the annotation, with agreement rates for the identification and subsequent labelling of semantic arguments being achieved in around three quarters of cases.
Comparable, but slightly lower rates of agreement were achieved in the identification of NEs. In terms of assigning categories to them, the agreement rate for exact category matches is a little lower (62%). However, if we relax the matching conditions by exploiting the hierarchical structure of the NE categories (i.e. if we count as a match the cases where the category assigned by one annotator was the ancestor of the category assigned by the other annotator), then the agreement increases by around 11%.
The large number of NE categories (61), makes the decision of the most appropriate category rather complex; this was verified by the annotators themselves. Based on this, we will consider the use of a more coarse-grained scheme when carrying out further annotation of this type. However, in the current corpus, the hierarchical structuring of the NE categories means that it would be possible to use a smaller set of categories by mapping the specific categories to more general ones.
Corpus Format
For the purposes of event frame extraction, the annotations in the corpus were converted to an XML-style inline format consisting of three different types of element: Where there are several annotations over some text span, elements are embedded inside each other. If more than one annotation begins at a particular offset, then the ordering of the embedding is fixed, so that SLOT elements are embedded inside EVENT elements, and that NE elements are embedded inside SLOT elements. An example of the annotation for the sentence "TaqI restriction endonuclease has been subcloned downstream from an inducible phoA promoter" is shown below:
<SLOT argid="4" eventid="5" Role="Theme"> <NE cat="ENZYME">TaqI restriction endonuclease</NE></SLOT> <EVENT id="5"> has been <SLOT argid="6" eventid="5" Role="Verb">subcloned </SLOT></EVENT> <SLOT argid="8" eventid="5" Role="Location">downstream from <NE cat="PROMOTER">an inducible phoA promoter</NE></SLOT>.
The EVENT created over the VP chunk has been subcloned has been annotated as having 2 semantic arguments (SLOTs), i.e. a THEME, TaqI restriction endonuclease and a LOCATION, i.e. downstream from an inducible phoA promoter. A 3 rd SLOT element corresponds to the head verb in the VP chunk. Named entity tags have also been assigned to the THEME span and part of the LOCATION span.
Event Patterns and Event Frames
This section defines event patterns and event frames. Event patterns are syntactic patterns of sequences of surface words, NEs, and semantic roles, whilst event frames are the record-like data structures consisting of event slots and event slot values.
Event Patterns
Event patterns are fragments of event annotations in which semantic arguments are generalized to their semantic role and NE categories, if present.
An event pattern is extracted for each unique event id within an abstract. An event annotation span begins with the earliest SLOT span, and ends with the latest SLOT assigned to the event. An example event span is as follows:
<SLOT eventid="9" Role="Agent"> <NE cat="OPERON"> transfer operon</NE></SLOT> <EVENT id="9"><SLOT eventid="9" Role="Verb"> expression </SLOT></EVENT></SLOT> of <SLOT eventid="9" Role="Theme"> <NE cat="DNA_FRAGMENT"> F-like plasmids </NE></SLOT> For each event, each event span is generalized into an event pattern as follows:
• "Verb" role slots of the event are converted into a tuple consisting of the role type, partof-speech and surface form, i.e., [Verb:POS:verb].
• Other semantic role slots and their NE slots for the event are generalized to tuples consisting of the role and NE super class, i.e., [role:NE_super_class].
• Other XML tags are removed.
The above example event span is thus generalized to the following event pattern: 
Event frames
Event frames are directly extracted from event patterns, and take the following general form:
where • event_frame_name is the base form of the event verb or nominalized verb; • slot_names are the names of the semantic roles within the event pattern; • slot_values are NE categories, if present within the event pattern.
For example, the event frame corresponding to the event pattern shown in the previous section is as follows: expression( Agent=>DNA, Theme=>DNA ).
Event Frame Extraction
Our event frame extraction is a fusion of sequential labelling based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF), and event pattern matching. Event frames are extracted in three steps. Firstly, a CRF-based Named Entity Recognizer (NER) assigns biological NEs to word sequences. Secondly, a CRF-based semantic role labeller determines the semantic roles of word sequences with NE labels. Thirdly, word sequences are compared with event patterns derived from the corpus. Only those event frames whose semantic roles, NEs, and verb POS satisfy event pattern conditions will be extracted.
Biological NER
Since it is costly and time-consuming to create a large-scale training corpus annotated by biologists, we need to concede to use coarse-grained biological NE categories. That is, the NER component is trained on the five NE super classes, i.e., Protein, DNA, Experimental, Organisms, and Processes. The NER models are trained by CRFs (Lafferty et al., 2001) using the standard IOB2 labelling method. That is, the label ``B-NE'' is given to the first token of the target NE sequence, "I-NE" to each remaining token in the target sequence, and ``O'' to other tokens.
Features used are as follows: • word feature -orthographic features: the first letter and the last four letters of the word form, in which capital letters in a word are normalized to "A", lower case letters are normalized to "a", and digits are replaced by "0". For example, the word form "IL-2" is normalised to "AA-0".
-postfix features: the last two and four letters
We applied first-order CRFs using the above features for the tokens within a window size of ±2 of the current token.
Semantic Role Labelling
First of all, each NE token sequence identified by B and I labels is merged into a single token with the NE category name. Then, the semantic role labelling models are trained by CRFs in a similar way to NER. That is, the label ``B-Role'' is given to the first token of the target Role sequence, "IRole" to each remaining token in the target sequence, and "O" to other tokens.
Features used here are as follows:
• word feature • base form feature
The window size was ±2 of the current token.
Event pattern matching
When a new sentence is given, sequential labelling models decide NE and semantic role labels of tokenized input sentences. Then, the token sequences are converted into the following token sequences with POS, semantic role, and NE information (called augmented token sequences): Finally, each event pattern is applied to augmented token sequences one by one: 6. By matching the generalized event patterns with augmented token sequences, i.e. when verbs or nominalized verbs and the surrounding semantic roles and NEs satisfy the event pattern conditions, then successfully unified event patterns are extracted as new event patterns. 7. The newly obtained event patterns are converted into event frames in the same way as described in Section 5.2.
Experimental Results
The aim of this section is to evaluate semantic frame extraction performance, given a set of annotated training data. The annotated corpus was randomly separated into 10 document groups and their event patterns and event frames were segmented into 10 groups according to the document separation.
We conducted 10-fold cross validation based on the 10 document groups. Named entity recognizers and semantic role labellers were trained using 9 groups of annotated documents. Event frames were then extracted from the remaining group of documents. Micro-average precision and recall for the set of event frames extracted from all the folds were evaluated. Table 5 shows the event frame extraction performance. #TP, #FN, and #FP indicate the number of true positives, false negatives, and false positives, respectively. Named entity recognition performance was also evaluated (Table 6 ). Since the training data size is small, the performance is between approximately 20-60% F-measure. However, this will not cause a problem for the event frame extraction task. This is because, if a particular event frame occurs multiple times in a corpus, it is sufficient to extract only a single occurrence of the event description. So, whilst the NE and semantic role labelling may not be successful for all occurrences of the event frame, there is a good chance that at least one occurrence of the event will be realized in the text in such a way as to allow the labelling to be carried out successfully, thus allowing the extraction of an appropriate event frame.
Discussion
Linguistic-level event annotation of biological events is an inherently difficult task. This is supported by the fact that the inter-annotator agreement level for the identification of events was 0.49 (see Table 4 ). Therefore, in terms of event extraction performance, a precision of 49.0% on 10-fold cross validation is almost comparable to human experts. The low recall of 18.6% may not be an issue, as the recall is likely to improve with the size of the target corpus.
The precision may additionally be underestimated in the evaluation due to inconsistencies in the annotation. We found that the average precision of our event frame extraction over 10 folds is around 30%, despite the fact that the precision of all event frames extracted from 10 folds is almost 50% compared with the annotated event frames in the whole corpus. This happens because some events not annotated in a particular fold are annotated in the rest of corpus. From this insight, our conjecture is that the true precision against the whole corpus would be somewhat higher (potentially 70-80%) if we were using an annotated corpus 10 times larger for the evaluation.
The automatic NER performance was also comparable to human annotators.
There are several approaches to the generation of information extraction patterns (e.g. Soderland et al., 1995; Califf et al., 1997; Kim and Moldovan, 1995) . Our event patterns are similar to information extraction rules used in conventional IE systems. However, the goal of this paper is not event instance extraction but event (or semantic) frame extraction. We also combined CRF-based NER and semantic role labelling tuned for gene regulation with event extraction from sentences so that the clues of gene regulation event frames could be assigned automatically to un-annotated text.
Conclusion
This paper has presented linguistic annotation of gene regulation events in MEDLINE abstracts, and automatic event frame extraction based on the annotated corpus. Semantic event frames are linguistic resources effective in bridging between domain knowledge and text in IE tasks.
Although biological event annotations carried out by domain experts is a challenging task, experimental results on event frame extraction demonstrate a precision of almost 50%, which is close to the inter-annotator agreement rate of human annotators.
The extracted event frames will be included in the BOOTStrep BioLexicon, which will be made available for research purposes.
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